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MOFs that is free of surfactants and other surface ligands to take
advantage of synergistic eﬀects at the interface; well-ordered and
precisely oriented MOF enclosures around the inorganic NCs to
impart a high degree of spatial control over the desired functional
groups; suﬃciently thin MOF enclosures for facile diﬀusion and
high-resolution chemical mapping; and bridging multiple length
scales by combining the MOF’s atomically deﬁned scale with the
nano dimension for plasmonic structures, thus realizing new
chemical and physical functions. In this way, it would be possible
to construct mesoscopic assemblies where the MOF and the
plasmonic NCs are linked across multiple length scales yet
operate diﬀerently and synergistically.
Although eﬀorts to grow MOFs on inorganic NCs have been
made, a general method addressing all four challenges has not
emerged.1 In this work, a general method is developed to
overcome these four challenges using atomic layer deposition
(ALD), where a thin metal oxide ﬁlm is deposited onto
plasmonic Ag NCs and used as a metal ion source to nucleate
the desired MOF when the appropriate organic linker is added.
We show that ALD allows control of MOF thickness by
controlling the metal oxide thickness, while the slow release of
metal ions from the metal oxide layer controls the crystallinity of
the MOF and ultimately its orientation on the Ag NCs. The
MOF’s crystallinity and orientation, and the pristine interface
thus produced, enable metalation and linker variation chemistry
to be carried out on the MOF−Ag NC mesoscopic construct.
Integration of MOFs on NC surfaces further enables the direct
probing of such chemistry by surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) using the plasmonic Ag NC substrates.
Speciﬁcally, we show that the course of metalation in a
porphyrin-based MOF can be tracked, and diﬀerent chemical
signatures within MOFs can be imaged at high spatial resolution
down to the single-nanoparticle (NP) level.

ABSTRACT: We enclose octahedral silver nanocrystals
(Ag NCs) in metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) to make
mesoscopic constructs Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF in which the
interface between the Ag and the MOF is pristine and the
MOF is ordered (crystalline) and oriented on the Ag NCs.
This is achieved by atomic layer deposition of aluminum
oxide on Ag NCs and addition of a tetra-topic porphyrinbased linker, 4,4′,4″,4‴-(porphyrin-5,10,15,20-tetrayl)tetrabenzoic acid (H4TCPP), to react with alumina and
make MOF [Al2(OH)2TCPP] enclosures around Ag NCs.
Alumina thickness is precisely controlled from 0.1 to 3 nm,
thus allowing control of the MOF thickness from 10 to 50
nm. Electron microscopy and grazing angle X-ray
diﬀraction conﬁrm the order and orientation of the
MOF by virtue of the porphyrin units being perpendicular
to the planes of the Ag. We use surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy to directly track the metalation process on
the porphyrin and map the distribution of the metalated
and unmetalated linkers on a single-nanoparticle level.

I

norganic nanocrystals (NCs) are important because they
occupy a size regime intermediate between small molecules
and extended structures. Their chemistry has been largely
explored through surface functionalization. The fundamental
problem is that it is diﬃcult to control the spatial arrangement
and order of the functional units and, thus, the chemistry
occurring at the interface between the inorganic NC and an
incoming substrate. We believe that this “functionalization
problem” could be overcome by using metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) as well-deﬁned units for which the spatial
arrangement of functional organic and inorganic units, porosity,
density, and thickness can be precisely controlled. Addressing
this problem requires a new synthetic approach to overcome four
challenges: a pristine interface between inorganic NCs and
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Figure 1. Structure of Al2(OH)2TCPP MOF. Construction of
Al2(OH)2TCPP MOF from (A) rod-shaped aluminum oxide units
linked by (B) porphyrin units (H4TCPP) to give a three-dimensional
MOF (C) having 0.11 × 0.60 nm2 opening along the b-axis. Al, blue
octahedra and blue spheres in (A); N, blue spheres; O, red spheres; C,
gray spheres. H atoms are omitted for clarity.

Our strategy involves making Ag NP−MOF constructs (Ohnano-Ag⊂MOF) in which Ag NPs are wrapped by MOF
enclosures. Ag octahedra were synthesized by the polyol method:
silver nitrate salt is reduced by a pentanediol solvent and
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) used as surfactant.2 Ag NCs are
selected as a model plasmonic metal nanostructure as they have
intense local surface plasmon resonances in the visible range and
have been extensively studied as SERS substrates.3 The chosen
MOF is Al2(OH)2TCPP [H4TCPP = 4,4′,4″,4‴-(porphyrin5,10,15,20-tetrayl)tetrabenzoic acid], which consists of chains of
corner-sharing Al octahedra running along the b-axis and
connected by the TCPP units through the carboxylate groups
(Figure 1).4 This MOF was synthesized in bulk by reacting
H4TCPP with AlCl3 in water at 180 °C to give a largemicrocrystalline powder.
With the eventual goal of creating thin ﬁlms of this MOF on
the Ag surface, we chose to use ALD thin ﬁlms as a localized
metal precursor source. Fabrication of the Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF
begins with deposition of Al2O3 ﬁlms on the Ag NCs as the Al
source for the MOF synthesis. The Ag NC is drop-cast on a
silicon substrate, and conformal, thickness-controlled alumina is
deposited at 60 °C using trimethylaluminum and water as
precursors at a deposition rate of 0.1 nm/cycle (Supporting
Information (SI), Figure S1). The alumina-coated Ag NCs are
converted to a MOF by reacting with the TCPP linker. However,
the original hydrothermal condition used to synthesize this MOF
would not be appropriate, as the high temperature will melt the
Ag NCs and the TCPP linker is not soluble enough in water to
suﬃciently react with alumina. Considering this, the reaction
temperature was reduced to 140 °C, and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF)/water mixed solvent is used, containing 5
mg of H4TCPP dissolved in 1.5 mL of DMF and 0.5 mL of H2O.
The conversion of alumina to MOF was carried out in a sealed
glass tube in a microwave reactor using initially 20 nm thick layers
of alumina. Unfortunately, an interfacial 10 nm thick alumina
layer between the MOF and the Ag was observed instead of the
desired pristine interface. This led us to reduce the alumina layer
thickness to <3 nm, which we found to be suﬃcient to eliminate
the interfacial alumina layer while enabling the fabrication of
conformal and thin MOF enclosures.
We next used Raman spectroscopy to characterize the MOF
composition of the thin ﬁlm and detect the signature of the

Figure 2. SEM and TEM images of the Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF particles.
Octahedral Ag NCs (A) are subjected to ALD deposition of alumina,
followed by addition of TCPP linkers to make MOF-enclosed Ag NCs,
Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF (B). Variation in the alumina thickness from 3 to 0.5
to 0.1 nm allows control of MOF coverage on the Ag NCs, with their
SEM (C−E) and TEM (F−H) images further conﬁrming the thickness
and coverage of the MOF. The black square-like ﬁgure in F−H is the Ag
NC. Scale bars = 50 nm.

porphyrin building units in the MOF, but we found that the PVP
at the interface between Ag and MOF gave a strong signal that
overwhelmed the Raman spectrum. We addressed this issue by
using an additional surface cleaning step using a Meerwein’s salt
treatment to remove PVP surfactant before coating the Ag with
ALD alumina to ensure a pristine interface between the MOF
and Ag NC (Figure S2).5 Following surfactant removal, the
MOF conversion was carried out again, and only the strong
TCPP signal was visible in the Raman spectrum (Figure S3).
Grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS)
measurements conﬁrmed the phase purity and high crystallinity
of the MOF enclosures synthesized using 1, 5, and 30 cycles of
ALD Al2O3 (Figure S4). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
used to characterize the morphology of Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF,
showed that the shape of the Ag NC is retained throughout the
fabrication process and crystalline plate-like MOF regions are
visible on the Ag NC surface (Figures 2A,B and S5).
We proceeded to quantify the thickness control of the
resulting MOF enclosures by controlling the ALD layer
thickness. Figure 2 shows typical SEM and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images of MOF ﬁlms obtained from alumina
layer thicknesses of 3, 0.5, and 0.1 nm (Figure 2C−H). With
increased cycles of alumina, the size and coverage of MOF
crystallites on the Ag surface as well as the overall MOF layer
thickness increase. The average thickness of the MOF enclosures
is ∼50, 25, and 10 nm for 30 cycles, 5 cycles, and 1 cycle of
alumina ALD, respectively (Figure 2F−H). At the lowest limits
of the ALD precursor ﬁlm thickness of <1 nm, highly crystalline
MOF enclosures as thin as several nanometers are made (Figure
S6). The crystallite size and morphology of the MOF are ﬁnely
tuned by varying the reaction conditions: a 3:1 water/DMF
2200
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is also observed when glass is used as the substrate to grow the
MOF (Figure S16), which suggests that the oriented MOF
growth is not substrate speciﬁc. The TEM and GIWAXS ﬁndings
combined lead to a structural model of the MOF−substrate
interface (Figure 3E) in which the porphyrin units of the MOF
are perpendicular to the interface. This clearly demonstrates that
this synthetic approach is well-suited for fabricating crystalline
and precisely oriented MOF enclosures on inorganic NCs.
Knowledge of the porphyrin orientation relative to the Ag NCs
also conveys their spatial arrangement and allows us to carry out,
for the ﬁrst time on a NC substrate, chemistry speciﬁc to the
porphyrin units (metalation with cobalt, see below) and probe it
by SERS. We note that these constructs can be made on other
substrates such as carbon disk and other MOFs (SI, section S4,
and Figures S22−S27).
In an Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF sample, all peaks in the SERS
spectrum match those of the bulk MOF and the TCPP molecule
and can be assigned according to previous literature studies of
porphyrin molecules (Figure S3).6 This spectroscopic handle
allowed us to track the metalation of the porphyrin units within
the MOF enclosure. Metalation was carried out by heating the
Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF in a 10 mg/mL cobalt acetate/methanol
solution at 100 °C under microwave irradiation (SI, section S6).
Metalation of the porphyrin molecule is evidenced mainly by the
decline of the ν8 mode, corresponding to the free base porphyrin
at 330 cm−1, and the rise of the ν8 mode of the metalated
porphyrin at 390 cm−1.6a This is further conﬁrmed by UV−vis
(Figure S28) and EDS, where in the latter elemental mapping is
used to further conﬁrm the enclosed structure of the Oh-nanoAg⊂MOF (Figure S29). Within the enclosure of MOF, this postsynthetic metalation is tracked with SERS (Figure 4A) and found
to be complete within 50 min.
Confocal SERS mapping is next applied to study heterogeneous MOF enclosures on Ag NCs and the unique ability of this
system to generate spatially resolved chemical information. The
size of an Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF octahedron is 300 nm, similar to
the diﬀraction-limited spatial resolution possible with a 532 nm
laser in a confocal microscopy setup. Thus, chemical information
at the limit of a single Ag NP can be obtained. The multivariate
approach, in which diﬀerent organic linkers are incorporated into
the same framework, is a powerful technique to introduce
heterogeneity and complexity into MOFs and has presented
challenges to its characterization due to a lack of techniques
capable of deciphering the spatial arrangement of the linkers.7
The premetalated porphyrin linker, cobalt(II) 4,4′,4″,4‴(porphyrin-5,10,15,20-tetrayl)tetrabenzoic acid, was mixed with
the unmetalated TCPP linker in a 1:3 ratio in the precursor
solution and reacted with the alumina-coated Ag NCs under the
conditions described above. The SERS spectrum was measured
on clusters of Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF particles and found to have
peaks attributable to the ν8 mode of both metalated and
unmetalated forms of the porphyrin unit (Figure 4B). A
fundamental diﬃculty in nano-MOF chemistry is to decipher
whether the NPs as a whole are homogeneous in their
composition, especially when a multivariate approach is used.
The materials prepared here allow us to address this issue.
Mapping of the metalated and unmetalated linkers in a
monolayer of Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF (Figure S40) using SERS
reveals a well-mixed porphyrin system, in which, on the singleparticle level, there is no segregation of metalated and
unmetalated regions of the MOF (Figure 4C,D). This is
quantiﬁed by the ratio of the Raman scattering intensity of the
two ν8 modes for the metalated and unmetalated regions. This

Figure 3. Order (crystallinity) and orientation of MOFs on the Ag NC
interface. High-resolution TEM of Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF shows MOF
lattice fringes of 1.16 nm (bordered by dotted rectangle) (A),
corresponding to the MOF (201) planes, which clearly shows a pristine
interface with the Ag NCs (large darkened shapes). MOF orientation is
conﬁrmed by the lattice fringes of 1.60 nm (bordered by dotted
rectangle) (B), corresponding to the MOF (200) planes and indicating
that the porphyrin units in the MOF enclosure are perpendicular to the
Ag NC surface. Lattice fringes of 1.16 nm (bordered by dotted
rectangle) (C) further conﬁrm this orientation, in this case recorded
along two directions, corresponding to the (201) planes. The
crystallinity of the MOF enclosure and its orientation in Oh-nanoAg⊂MOF are conﬁrmed by the GIWAXS diﬀraction plot (D), which
shows a spot pattern indicative of high crystallinity and preferred
orientation. The in-plane diﬀraction spots of MOF (200) and (400)
planes indicate the porphyrin units are perpendicular to the substrates,
with the b-axis parallel to the substrate (D,E).

solvent mixture results in a more uniform, conformal MOF
enclosure in contrast to the plate-like structure (Figure S7).
The MOF crystallinity and orientation at the interface were
examined by high-resolution TEM. Imaging under the
accelerating voltage of 120 kV with a low electron dosage
showed MOF lattice fringes (Figure 3A). This conﬁrms, at a
microscopic level, the high crystallinity of the MOF enclosure at
the interface and the fact that it is pristine. The orientation of the
MOF regions was determined from the TEM images (Figure
3B), where the lattice fringes of 1.60 nm correspond to the MOF
(200) planes parallel to the interface. This indicates that the
porphyrin units of the MOF are perpendicular to the Ag surface.
Two-dimensional lattice fringes of 1.16 nm, corresponding to
MOF (201) planes, are also observed (Figure 3C), providing
unambiguous determination that the MOF is perpendicular to
the Ag surface. Detailed analysis of the Ag and MOF orientation
is described in the SI (section S3). No evidence of porphyrin
units oriented parallel to the Ag surface was found in the TEM
images. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental
mapping was used to further conﬁrm the enclosed structure of
the Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF, as described further below.
GIWAXS structural analysis is performed on a macroscopic
level using a ﬂat silicon substrate for MOF growth to further
conﬁrm the crystallinity and orientation of the MOF at an
ensemble level. The spot pattern on the GIWAXS image (Figure
3D) matches that expected for the preferred orientation of the
MOF with the porphyrin units perpendicular to the substrate
(MOF [200] direction perpendicular to the substrate). A
random orientation of the MOF would result in a ring rather
than a spot pattern in the GIWAXS image. This oriented growth
2201
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Figure 4. Tracking metalation of MOF linkers and mapping of
metalated and unmetalated linkers in Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF using SERS.
Time-dependent SERS spectroscopic tracking of metalation of the
porphyrin linker units (A) showing the evolution of the ν8 mode and the
completion of reaction within 50 min. The SERS spectra for metalated,
unmetalated, and multivariate metalated Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF (B) show
that the system is multivariate. The ratio of metalated and unmetalated
linkers (C) and the homogeneity of these in the Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF
particles packed into a monolayer (Figure S40) (D) are mapped (color
going from blue to red corresponding to the value of the ν8 mode ratio
going from 0.5 to 3.5). SERS enhancement is shown for single particles
and clusters of Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF (E), along with SEM of spatially
resolved discrete Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF (F) and the result of their SERS
mapping (G), showing the 1:1 correspondence.
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ratio is obtained by integrating the corresponding peak areas and
is found to lie at 1.5, which is in between all metalated and all
unmetalated scenarios (Figure 4C), indicating that the
distribution is homogeneous from particle to particle, as
evidenced from mapping 7 μm regions (Figure 4D and SI,
section S8).
To illustrate the power of combining MOFs and plasmonic
NCs into one mesoscopic construct, Oh-nano-Ag⊂MOF, we
examined an area occupied by multiple discrete particles for their
chemical composition using confocal Raman spectroscopy. It is
very clear that, because of the thin enclosure of MOF around the
Ag, it is possible to observe strong SERS signals for each of the
particles, and furthermore, within each such particle, the
metalated and unmetalated porphyrin units in the MOF can be
observed. Figure 4F,G shows the area of particles and their
corresponding SERS maps. Comparison of them also reveals that
the SEM and SERS mappings are consistent in providing a highly
resolved picture of the spatial arrangement of the mesoscopic Ohnano-Ag⊂MOF particles.
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